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Veteran Internship Position Description 
 
SCM is a cutting-edge innovative enterprise that makes investments in tech, healthcare, 
real estate and a variety of international businesses.  We are a high net worth family 
office that has achieved financial success but remains on the frontier of human and 
technological progress, helping to drive positive change.  The founding family members 
remain directly and daily involved.  We are also passionate about philanthropy, with a 
focus on global empowerment of women; improvement of health; and universal access 
to education.   
 
One of our purposes is to help jump start the careers of young veterans who are 
independent thinkers, self-starters, and trying to find their most productive and satisfying 
place in the world.  We want motivated young people that will observe, think, learn, help, 
gain mentors and contacts, and stay for a year or a decade as their passions and goals 
guide them.  Then pass along all that they have gained to others. That is why we are 
engaging with you! 
 
We are looking for young veterans (ideally at the end of their first or second tours) who 
want to work in a challenging and dynamic environment that offers a very broad and 
practical applied education across all aspects and many segments of business.  From 
concept to start-ups to Fortune 500, you will work with them all and – most important – 
have exposure at the Founder, Investor, CEO and Board of Directors level. 
 
Those accepted will be intimately involved with hiring and mentoring; concept and 
product development; market research; marketing; sales – both traditional and e-
commerce; finance; product launches; program management; customer relations; public 
policy; and the transition from private to public ownership. 
 
The skills we hope you will bring include: 
 
-  Clear thinking and logic. 
-  Good organization. 
-  Good listening, good discussion and good debate (each as circumstances 
dictate)…the ability to challenge authority and speak truth to power. 
-  Detailed note taking and summarization. 
-  Ability to research and synthesize large volumes of information, capturing what 
matters and discarding all else. 
-  The ability to present your ideas and research clearly, in either speech or writing. 
 
Our near-term priority projects include: 
 
-  Fixing California’s housing crisis and building a model of sustainable, low-cost housing 
that is viable across the globe.  First pilot project (in West LA) is to be completed in 
2019. 
 



-  Improving human health.  We are launching an e-commerce venture this year to help 
people evaluate the benefit of supplements (and the possible risks associated with 
multiple supplements).  In the mid-term we are focused on regenerative medicine, 
especially stem cells and food sciences.  
 
-  Next-Generation Information Technology.  Our Founder has led several multi-billion 
dollar ventures in Information Technology and we are involved with a number of new 
initiatives. 
 
-  Next-Generation Industrial Technology.  Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and 
Robots are all coming…but we still have to figure out how to integrate them with our 
industrial infrastructure.  Small things that human ingenuity normally solves will be tough 
for them.  So we’re building tools like the Vamplier line to help solve these problems. 
 
-  Fill In The Blank.  What do you think is important to work on?  We are always seeking 
new problems to solve…in every crisis there is an opportunity. 
 
For additional information, contact Safi Qureshey at safi@skycapmgmt.com  
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